Dress Code
1. SHIRTS: shall be solid white, unmarked and shall be appropriately sized. Shirts must be tucked in at all
times. The shirts cannot be see through and must have a ¼-quarter length sleeve or full-length sleeve.
Solid white polo shirts may be worn. Male students must be in a school tie at all times during school
hours.
2. SKORTS and SKIRTS: shall be worn as is with no alterations of any kind and appropriately sized. (i.e.
Hemmed or shortened) Skorts and Skirts cannot be shorter than 2 inches above the knee.
3. PANTS: shall be appropriately sized and hang between the ankle and 1 inch above the shoe bottom,
boys or girls may not use rubber bands at the end of the pants legs, no roll the pant legs up to be
shorts or Capri pants. Students cannot wear baggy pants and sagging pants. No Dickies or jeans
permitted; the pants must be grey slacks only.
4. UNDERGARMENTS: Undershirts for boys and girls shall only be white, unmarked, and tucked in at all
times and appropriately sized.
5. SHOES: Students must wear solid black, solid white or black and white shoes (no high-top shoes are
permitted). Due to student safety, no open toes, sandals or slippers will be allowed on campus. SHOES
WITHOUT LACES ARE NOT PERMITTED.
6. SOCKS: Students must wear socks daily. Girls may wear opaque white cotton stockings or opaque black
cotton stockings under their skirts or skorts. Leggings under skirts and skorts are not permitted.
Students must wear socks that are white, black and/or grey only. Students may not wear any other
colored socks; nor can the socks contain symbols, characters or writing of any kind. Socks that are
striped or polka dot are permissible as long as they are in the colors of white, black and/or grey.
7. SWEATERS and JACKETS: Must be solid black with no logo, OR, contain the school logo only. Hoodies
may not be worn. The hood cannot be on the head during class time. Senior shirt/sweater day is
Wednesdays only and may only be worn with blue or black jeans.
8. VEST: Students may wear vest on a daily basis on top of the shirt or blouse, if desired. Vest cannot be
worn alone.
9. HEADWEAR: Students may not wear baseball caps or hats of any kind during school hours (this
includes break and lunch). If students are seen with baseball caps, the staff reserves the right to
confiscate the hat until a parent comes and picks it up. During cold weather, students may wear a solid
black beanie, or a beanie with the school logo.
A dress code is a preparation for many facets of life, including awareness of appropriate dress in various
settings. LAlCHS considers the dress of its students as a significant contributing factor in their educational
experience. Our dress code is based on modesty and decency. The dress code is also intended to assist
students avoid issue about their appearance; and keep their focus on the more important aspects of their
education.
Those students who in the opinion of the faculty or administration, are inappropriately dressed and to the
extent that the attire disrupts the educational program may require their parent or legal guardian to come to
school and provide school attire. After the first offence, a parent conference will be required before the
student can return to school.
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